Commitment note

Relating to the meeting of 05/18/019 at the Seko parish

We: Edmond Obrou, CB of the Anti-Balaka in Mambissi AND Amadou-Sallet, Colonel of the UPC in Tagbara

- Commit to respecting the Khartoum agreements on peace, social cohesion, and cohabitation.
  In this respect, we commit to:

  - Stopping the theft of oxen from farmers’ harnesses.
  - Respecting the two farmers’ breeding areas.
  - Ensuring the civilian population is committed to respecting peace, social cohesion, and cohabitation.
  - Ensuring the two armed groups allow the population to circulate freely as in the past
  - Ensuring the Anti-Balakas and the UPC are now committed to resolving their conflicts through dialogue and not by arms.

Signatory parties:
Com-Zone UPC Amadou-Sallet
Anti-G Balakas CB Edmond Obrou
MINUSCA captain in Tagbara
The mayor of Oron Djafoune Seni-Maloum
The mayor